Public tender No. 91-6/17 hospital Visco Mattresses for Clalit Health Services
Medical Centers - Two-phase tender

Clarification letter

In response to queries which were received by Clalit health services in connection with the aforementioned tender (the: "Tender"), please be advised with the below clarifications, comments and answers which we would like to inform all participants in the Tender.

(Any terms in this letter shall be interpreted in accordance with their meaning in the Tender's documents, unless explicitly stated otherwise).

1. Documents required to be attached to the bid – please see the list as set forth at paragraph 16 of the tender.
2. Compression modulus is the ratio of foam's ability to support force at different indentation (or compression) levels. It is determined by taking the ratio of the foam's IFD at 25 percent indentation and 65 percent indentation (65%IFD / 25% IFD)
3. Bidder cannot submit different price proposals for different models of Mattresses or for different sizes of Mattresses. For the removal of doubt it is not possible to offer more than one model for a specified mattress but each model for a different price.
4. Documents issued by the tax authorities: It is possible to submit this document in Hebrew.
5. Appendix D: Only the winner will be required to submit this appendix signed by the insurance company.
6. Thickness ratio between the base layer and the upper Visco layer: 7 cm Visco and 8 cm foam is an acceptable ratio.
7. Waterproof zipper: a zipper which itself is waterproof is acceptable. "skirt" covering the zipper is the "screen" required.
8. Except as provided hereof, there was no change in the tender documents and its terms and conditions.
9. Any request to change a section of the Tender which was not addressed explicitly within the scope of this clarification letter – shall be deemed as denied.
10. In case of discrepancy between what is in the Tender's documents and this clarification letter, the information provided in this clarification letter shall prevail.
11. This clarification letter is an integral part of the Tender's documents; therefore you must attach it to your bid when duly signed at the end of each page.

Name of bidder: ____________  Signature and stamp: ______________